Adobe Connect Chat Transcript – CCTRT Plenary Meeting #53 – 24 August 2017

Brenda Brewer: (8/24/2017 07:43) Good day and welcome to CCT-RT Plenary Meeting #53 on 24 August 2017 @ 13:00 UTC!

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:01) That's me!

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:02) I'm trying a new way of dialing in. We'll see how it goes. :-)  
Waudo Siganga: (08:03) Hi all. Could someone talk? I need to make sure my audio is working

Brenda Brewer: (08:04) Jonathan spoke, could you hear him Waudo?

Waudo Siganga: (08:04) OK can hear Jonathan now. Thanks

Calvin Browne: (08:06) Apologies I was a little late

Waudo Siganga: (08:18) my document appears a bit different but Ill try to follow

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:23) That particular recommendation seems way overly specific.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:24) (i.e., a registrar who wanted to do something bad could work around it in like 5 minutes)

Brian Aitchison: (08:29) let me double check on that Jordyn

Brian Aitchison: (08:32) se pg 9... spam domains are maliciously registered due to the methodology surbl and spamhaus use to ensure compromised domains aren't included on their lists

Brian Aitchison: (08:32) sorry, the majority of spam domains

Brian Aitchison: (08:33) so spam is a bit of a different animal than phishing and malware

Calvin Browne: (08:34) just fyi - seems adobe is freezing for me every now and then - means I've got reloads the page. apologies to whoever has to keep letting me in again.

Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (08:36) Seems the issue is happening a lot lately, I would suggest you verify you have the latest adobe plugins installed on your browser.

Calvin Browne 2: (08:40) JB - yeah - looking at that now

Waudo Siganga: (08:41) future review teams could be enough?

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:51) I don't think that's true.

Jordyn A Buchanan: (08:52) When I've looked at TLDs with high prices the levels of abuse have been basically zero.

Waudo 2: (09:01) sorry I lost the connection. I cannot get it back properly. Would request for a call-out: +25472xxxx

Brenda Brewer: (09:01) will call you, Waudo.
Jonathan Zuck: (09:10) Agree completely
Kaili Kan: (09:11) Agree with Jordyn
Drew Bagley: (09:15) Looks good!
Calvin Browne 2: (09:15) +1
Drew Bagley: (09:15) Jamie, bring on the controversy
Waudo: (09:16) support rather than justify
Calvin Browne: (09:25) (switched to firefox from chrome
Calvin Browne: (09:25) )
Jean-Baptiste Deroulez: (09:26) perfect
Eleeza Agopian: (09:29) All, apologies. I have to log off. Thank you.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:29) I think that table is just out of date.
Jordyn A Buchanan: (09:29) We need to make sure all of our data is from the same point in time.
Calvin Browne: (09:37) aha - the important one ...
Calvin Browne: (09:40) ciao
Kaili Kan: (09:40) Bye!